UBIX Network - Live Event With Max Breus
March 23rd, 2022
Max Breus, CEO & Co-Founder of UBIX Network and SilentNotary, hosted a live project update
from Dubai. Max’s opening remarks were regarding the ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict. Most of the
UBIX development team is from Ukraine, and fortunately, most of them have been able to move
to other countries, or to safer areas within Ukraine. Currently, every UBIX developer is in a location
that enables them to continue with their development responsibilities. The UBIX team is still on pace
to complete all of the Q1 work as per the 2022 Roadmap.
Max also touched on some major project developments, including:
New Company Registration: UBIX Network recently registered as a new company in Dubai’s
Silicon Oasis (“DSO”). DSO is a globally recognized free zone and integrated technology park that
hosts numerous modern technology based industries. This ‘crypto-friendly oasis’ is targeting to
add over 1,000 blockchain organizations to its network by 2Q 2022. Just recently, Binance
announced that it had been granted a license to operate in Dubai. Needless to say, the DSO is on
its way to becoming a major international cryptocurrency / IT hub.
UBIX Exchange: UBIX developers are currently preparing the exchange for open listings.
Furthermore, the team just recently launched a new mobile platform and have received some
feedback from the community regarding enhancements that will be made in the upcoming days /
weeks. Finally, the team has been working extremely hard on the website, which is now in its last
development stages.
Langia Partnership Update: The team is finalizing API adjustments for the recently announced
partnerships with Langia - The “Metaverse for Language Services.” These adjustments will enable
the partnership to launch real services for certifying documentation.
SilentNotary Update: Nearing completion of many SilentNotary upgrades, which will provide
KYC providers with the ability to notarize documentation. Furthermore, Max has had many
meetings with KYC providers for potential partnerships / integrations.
UBSN Airdrop Program: The team has been working extremely hard to revamp UBIKIRI’s wrap /
unwrap functionality. A massive upgrade is ready for launch and should be released in the
forthcoming days. This upgrade will allow for a much more simple, stable and sophisticated user
experience. Furthermore, these upgrades will enable the team to launch the anticipated UBSN
Airdrop Program. Further details will be provided during the official launch, which is expected this
week.
In Max Breus’ words, “In the face of such adversity, our team has really come together and delivered
on such immense technological developments. We are extremely excited and optimistic about the
months that lie ahead.”
Thank you to all that attended the March 23rd Live Event, and we look forward to having you join us
for our next one!

